Members present: Tom Baxter, David Cain, Corrie Danieley, Richard Fox, Traci Freeman, Andrea Gazzaniga, Tonya Krouse, Hilary Landwehr, Nancy Lang, Amanda Laskowski, Terry Pence, Sara Runge, Amal Said, Jenny Smith, Tracy Songer, Hallie Sylvestro, Andrea Watkins, Zach Wells, Roger Zarnowski


Liaisons and Visitors present: Allen Cole (Registrar’s Office), Emily Detmer-Goebel (A&S Dean’s Office), Kelsey Haskins (Admissions), Connie Kiskaden (VPUAA Office), Akshatha Kolagi (Undergraduate Academic Affairs), Beth Vasquez (Registrar’s Office)

1. The minutes from 01/21/2021 were approved.

2. Chair report
   • Will have a new program proposal at our next meeting (MS in Cybersecurity), it and the BA in Education, Culture and Society should go to senate on Feb 22
   • We will meet on the 1st and 4th Thursdays in March instead of 1st and 3rd. That last March meeting is the final meeting to get items approved for the fall catalog.
   • If you want me (Richard) to look at a form, it would be helpful if you would email me the link to the form so I don’t have to look for it.
   • We are going to have a change to the gen ed program in that courses can no longer appear in two categories. This impacts 4 courses. Do we need to submit a mass change form to change those four courses are can the change to gen ed program form (which lists these changes) suffice? (UCC indicated that the single form was sufficient).
   • Not mentioned in the meeting but a meeting between David Tataw and the faculty in BIS over possible duplication of courses in the MSHA program resulted in no duplication found and so the MSHA program can move forward as is.

3. Curriculum items:
   
   Item #17, BA Education, Culture and Society from the Department of Teacher Education was postponed for two weeks. Sara Runge will solicit additional comments from the affected departments.

   All other items approved, see below.

4. New business:

5. Other new business

6. Adjournment
Proposals
 1. Dean, College of Arts and Science - General Education Program
 2. Department of Biological Sciences - BIO - 313
 3. Department of Biological Sciences - BIO - 461
 4. Department of Biological Sciences - BIO - 466
 5. Department of Biological Sciences - ENV - 220
 6. Department of Business Informatics - LIN term changes - 302, 303, 414, 496, 400
 7. Department of Communication - EMB - 302
 8. Department of Communication - Health Communication, Minor
 9. Department of Communication - JOU - 340
 10. Department of Communication - JOU - 350
 11. Department of Communication - JOU - 450
 12. Department of Communication - PRE 376, PRE 377, PRE 385, PRE 400 course rotation changes
 13. Department of Computer Science - Data Science, B.S.
 14. Department of Computer Science - DSC - 200
 15. Department of History and Geography - HIS - 394
 16. Department of History and Geography - HIS - 494
 17. Department of Teacher Education - BA Education, Culture and Society  
      This item was postponed.
 18. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 689
 19. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 690
 20. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 691
 21. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 692
 22. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 702
 23. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 703
 24. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 704
 25. Department of Teacher Education - EDG - 705
 26. Department of Teacher Education - Education - Teacher as Leader, M.A.
 27. Department of Teacher Education - Teaching and Leading, Ed.S.
 28. HIS - 454 - Early American Frontier
 29. School of Kinesiology, Counseling and Rehabilitative Sciences - Exercise Science, B.S.
 30. School of Kinesiology, Counseling and Rehabilitative Sciences - KIN - 280
 31. School of Kinesiology, Counseling and Rehabilitative Sciences - Sports Medicine Minor
 32. School of the Arts - Music - Music Education, B.M.E.
 33. SOTA - Music - MUSM - 315